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Claire McCaughey
 Here, There, and Everywhere: A Poppy for Every

mong the poppy family of plants (Papaveraceae)
are several that are well known to gardeners for
their flower colours, ease of cultivation (with a few
exceptions), and the beauty of their delicate petals.






Oriental poppy (Papaver orientale) is the mainstay
of early summer borders with vivid red and orange
flowers. Himalayan blue poppy (Meconopsis
betonicifolia) is legendary among gardeners because of its true-blue colour and because it is challenging to grow in climates with hot summers.
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The most familiar annual poppy is red Flanders or
corn poppy (Papaver rhoeas) long associated with
Remembrance Day and wildflower gardens. Gardeners grow another annual, opium poppy (Papaver
somniferum), for the tall, elegant flower stems.
Cooks use the seeds for baking. The huge
seedpods are often used in dried flower arrangements.

So Many Choices
Beyond these four poppies are many others suited
to diverse conditions in the garden, including: hot
sun, shade, dry soil, and rock gardens. Some of
these are short-lived perennials such as Iceland
poppy (Papaver nudicale). The short-lived nature of
Iceland poppy has more to do with hot weather than
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Yellow and white California poppies
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growing conditions. In its more Northern range with
cooler summers, it is more reliably perennial. The
range of colours of Iceland poppy flowers includes:
scarlet, orange, pink, yellow, and white. It is well
suited to any sunny garden and desirable, even if it
lasts only a season or two.
Two annual poppies to consider in a hot dry garden
spot are orange-flowered California poppy
(Eschscholzia californica) and yellow-flowered Mexican prickly poppy (Argemone mexicana). California
poppies reseed reliably to such an extent that they
seem perennial. Sometimes, these annual poppies
find just the right spot to grow such as along the
edge of a fence in hot sun.

Compiled by Amanda Carrigan and Ann McQuillan
aster Gardeners answer helpline questions
I bought vegetable seeds from the hardware
store, and have had a good harvest. Can I save
the seeds from my harvest, and if so, how do I
store them over the winter?
Certainly you can save your seeds. Just be aware
that if the particular varieties you bought were hybrids rather than open-pollinated or heirloom types,
(or if you grew two different varieties of something
close together and they were cross-pollinated),
your seeds could give you very different results
next year. For instance, tomatoes may be a different size and colour than their parents.
If you want to save your seeds, they have to be fully ripened. Tomato seeds can be saved from ripe
tomatoes, and winter squash or pumpkin seeds are
usually mature when the fruit is harvested but for
beans and peas, leave pods to dry on the vine before harvesting seeds. Cucumbers and zucchini
also have to be left until well past eating stage.
Spread your harvested seeds out somewhere with
good air circulation to dry – pumpkin seeds should
be crisp, tomato seeds firm and hard, peas and
beans hard and dry. Put the dried seeds in envelopes and label with the date and kind. Store them
where they can stay cool and dry. In the refrigerator, inside a sealed container like a glass jar with
desiccant or rice kernels in the jar also to keep
seeds dry, is one option. In a sealed container, in a
cupboard in a cool dry room is another.

Self-sown Flanders Poppy
Claire McCaughey

I planted gladiolas in late June, but only one bulb
produced flowers. What happened?

Shady conditions need not be a deterrent to growing
a few members of the poppy family. The yellow
wood poppy (Stylophorum diphyllum) and whiteflowered bloodroot (Sanguinaria canadensis) are

There could be a number of reasons why you didn’t
get many flowers – bulb size and condition, sun exposure (gladiolas need full sun), or other hazards
like disease or animals. After the first frost, you can
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both native perennials which thrive in the shade.
Providing it has shade and moist soil, the woody
poppy will flower over quite an extended period.
Bloodroot, however, is an ephemeral that flowers for
a brief time in spring after which the whole plant disappears until the following spring.

dig the bulbs up to store for next year; looking at
them may help you diagnose what was wrong. If
any appear diseased or soft, they may have gotten
too much water. The bulbs may also have been
damaged by animals gnawing on them, which you
would see when digging them up.

Pale poppy (Papaver alboroseum) is a delightful,
small rock garden poppy with pale pink flowers.
This poppy prefers well-drained, gritty soil (as is the
case with most rock garden plants). At the opposite
end of the size spectrum is plume poppy (Macleaya
cordata), a two-metre-tall perennial known for its
attractive white flower panicles. This latter plant is
known to spread aggressively but may be suited to
large perennial beds in full sun and dry soil.

Since one gladiolus did bloom, it is possible that the
bulbs were planted a bit late – usually mid-June is
the latest you would plant them – or they were
small/immature when you bought them. If the latter
is the case, fertilize the bulbs after you replant them
in the spring, using a balanced fertilizer (e.g. 8-8-8).
If they are near a lawn being fertilized, add some
bone meal to help compensate for the extra nitrogen (nitrogen encourages leafy growth, so is usually higher in lawn fertilizers, but it can encourage
leaves instead of flowers in garden plants). 

There are many other poppies to choose from and
most are 30 cm to 50 cm tall, therefore suited to a
small garden. Undoubtedly, you will find a poppy
suitable for every spot in the garden. 

Claire Leduc
here are not many treats better than fresh berries. Ripe blueberries are no exception. Growing
your own blueberry plants is not too difficult once
you understand their particular needs.
Soil Preparation
Fall is a great time to start preparing for spring
planting. Blueberries grow best in sun but tolerate
light shade.
They can be a bit fussy about soil, preferring a light
sandy soil. If you have a heavier clay soil, you can
use a raised bed where you can control the soil.
Blueberries also need acidic soil with pH between
4.0 and 5.5 (compared to between 5.5 and 7.0 for
most other plants).

Blueberries
Claire Leduc

Once you have picked a location, make sure to test
your soil’s pH to determine whether or how much to
adjust it. Lowering pH can be challenging. The saf3

est and most effective strategy is to mix elemental
sulfur in the top 20 cm of soil. The required amount
depends on your soil pH test results. This adjustment takes several months of fairly warm weather to
take effect, so start early.
In a pinch, it is also possible to mix in moist peat
moss at planting time but only Canadian sphagnum
peat moss has a pH low enough to have an impact.
However, it is not always readily available – not to
mention the environmental impact of harvesting it.
Choose Your Plants
There are many species of blueberry plants, all part
of the Vaccinium genus and North American native
plants. The high bush blueberry grows 1.8 m high
while the low bush, known as “wild” blueberry, grows
to only 30 cm. Crossing these two species has bred
newer varieties, known as half-high blueberries,
which grow between 45 cm to 1.2 m. Their flavour
tends to be a bit less sweet but is still delicious.

ising delicious blueberries, you will have to sacrifice
them by pinching them off for the sake of a stronger
and more productive plant in the future.
It is also recommended to do a pH test every two
years while you become familiar with the acidity of
your soil. It will have a natural tendency to return to
its original pH.
The blueberry bush will continue to send up new
stems from the root base. Very little pruning will be
required the first few years. When the plants are
still dormant in the spring, remove broken or unusually spindly stems and continue adding compost at
the base.
After Three Years

The plants are all self-fertile but do need the help of
pollinators to produce fruits. Bumblebees are particularly attracted to the bell-shaped flowers. For optimal pollination, it is better to have at least two different varieties within the same category (high, low or
half-high bush).
To extend the harvest season, you can also choose
blueberry plants that have different maturity dates as
long as they flower at the same time.
The First Three Years
Growing blueberries requires patience. In addition
to the first soil pH test, another test is necessary before planting to ensure the level is in the acceptable
range. When planting, make sure to space the
plants according to their mature size to avoid overcrowding. Be sure to water regularly during the first
few years, as blueberries have a shallow root system. Adding compost or manure helps with nutrients and water retention. Mulching around plants
helps maintain moisture and reduce weed competition.
As blooms appear during the first three years, prom-

Early spring annual pruning: remove stems that are
broken, long and weak or rubbing on other branches.
Claire Leduc

Once your shrubs are well established, you can finally leave the spring blooms and enjoy the blueberries that will soon follow. However, pruning becomes an important annual task in early spring before the leaf buds open. You can cut back (to the
ground) broken, overly spindly, and older branches
(five or more years old which become less productive). This will let younger stems take over, improve
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air circulation and let light penetrate. On high bush
and half-high plants, it is good practice to keep 4 to
6 mature stems and 2 to 3 new shoots per plant.
This approach will ensure the plants stay vigorous
and productive.
Continue monitoring the soil for acidity and amend
as necessary. Adding compost or manure annually
and keeping a layer of mulch around the plants will
also contribute to their long-term health.

In addition to delicious berries, blueberry plants are
very attractive shrubs with their glossy green leaves
that turn bright colours in the fall. There are many
varieties to choose from. Some even produce pink
blueberries like the ‘Pink lemonade’. The ‘Jelly
bean’ blueberry has particularly attractive foliage
and stays compact. If you prefer the typical blueberry plant, the choice is yours. You are sure to find
a variety to suit your needs. 

Julianne Labreche

s days become shorter, winter solstice approaches. Long shadows fall over the garden while many
migratory birds begin their long, often dangerous,
journey south. For gardeners who care about wildlife, autumn is a good time to pause and reflect upon the effects of artificial light – especially hazardous for migrating birds and some nocturnal animals
too.
Over time, my own garden increasingly has become
a safe refuge for wildlife, including many species of
birds. During the coming months, many birds will
arrive seeking food, water and safe passage. In
addition to berries, nuts and seeds, perhaps the
best gift that my garden has to offer is a simple one
– darkness. It’s easy to remember to switch off the
lights.
The sun is like a clock for animals, naturalists tell
us. Changes in light patterns can signal a disruption in the natural cycle of migration and navigation
for birds, as well as their cycles of feeding and mating. Cities around the world, including Ottawa, light
up the night sky. This creates havoc with these natural cycles. Migratory birds use celestial cues such
as stars to navigate. Without these cues, they can
become confused and disoriented. Tragically, one
consequence is that they can die or sustain serious
injury by crashing into windows.

Although Ottawa is fortunate to have volunteer organizations like Safe Wings Ottawa that rescues
injured birds, as well as the Wild Bird Care Centre
that works to rehabilitate them, preventive measures
help to avoid injuries. It is much easier to consider
the consequences of light pollution and take a few
simple actions by dimming or turning off the lights.
Smart lighting controls and low intensity lighting options are widely available these days as well to provide safe options.
Some birds are more dependent than others on
darkness for their survival. Take the owl that rules
the night sky. Its night vision, as well as acute
sense of sound, allows it to find prey – often rodents, including voles and mice.

Barred owl, Cumberland
Joanne Lacroix
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Night Garden Lighting

Our night pollinators also are affected by light pollution. It is a common occurrence to see moths drawn
to light and then trying to escape it, dying of exhaustion. Many see moths as pests but some of these
insects play a beneficial role in our garden as pollinators. A few Ontario species, such as the luna
moth with its lovely sage-green wings, and the giant
silk moth, are even as beautiful as butterflies and
worthwhile observing some starry night.

Joanne Lacroix

It is not only birds that benefit from dark nights.
This summer, I spent several delightful evenings on
the back verandah with lights turned off watching
fireflies. In fact, they are not actually flies at all but
beetles that produce a chemical reaction inside
themselves which allows them to light up. Fortunately for fireflies, it is a ‘cold light’ without a lot of
energy being lost to heat. Otherwise, they would
self-implode in flames. Instead, they are able to fly
in search of mates, trying to attract them with their
light. When artificial lights are switched on, their
dating game is stalled.
For gardeners who live near water, turtles are discouraged from nesting when lights are left on.
Hatchlings easily become disoriented as their instinct is to head to the brightest light, following
moonlight to water. If they head in the wrong direction, they may perish.

Turtle in Cumberland

The little brown bat also is a night creature. While
not always appreciated, it plays a significant role in
eating many ‘bad bugs’, especially mosquitoes, and
should be welcomed to our gardens. Light affects
bats’ ability to forage, reproduce and communicate
with one another. Trees provide many benefits for
bats, including places to escape into the darkness.
Finally, perhaps it is not only wildlife that benefits
from lights being turned off in the garden. On any
night, how wonderful an experience it can be to turn
off the lights and gaze at the moon or watch the
stars. As we prepare our gardens for another winter
and extend the fall harvest by canning, freezing and
preserving, sometimes it is good to pause, take a
few deep breaths and ponder the night sky and the
galaxies beyond. 

Bird Safe Design Guidelines
For more information on the City of Ottawa Bird
Safe Design Guidelines, go to:
https://ottawa.ca/en/city-hall/public-engagement/
projects/bird-friendly-design-guidelines

Artificial lighting at night can also affect plants. It
can prolong leaf retention in the autumn affecting
winter dormancy. It simulates early bud burst in
the spring, making the plant more susceptible to
damage during cold weather. Artificial light also
reduces a plants ability to recover from environmental stresses and cause pollinators and flowers to be out of sync reducing pollination rates.

Joanne Lacroix
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Gail Labrosse
outweed is a non-native perennial used as a

Ode to Goutweed
Judith Cox
I can say beyond a doubt,
I loathe the weed that’s known as gout.
I pull the leaves and pull the roots,
And pull the flowers, buds and shoots.
Within a week or maybe two,
It’s back again to make me blue.
It can be green or green and white
And spreads like nuts! It isn’t right!
Goutweed, why must you plague me so?
I will keep pulling until you go!

groundcover in shady places. It was first introduced
to North America in the early days of European settlement as an ornamental garden plant. These
days, it is still found in home gardens and increasingly has become a problematic invasive species in
moist forests and streambeds.
Also referred to as snow-on-the-mountain and Bishops weed, goutweed tolerates a wide range of soil
conditions. It is shade tolerant and when established becomes very competitive. It will establish
itself in the undergrowth of a forest where it will limit
the available sunlight necessary for the survival of
native understory plants.
Goutweed grows about 30 cm high with green
leaves that divide into three leaflets. Some cultivars
have variegated leaflets, white around the outside
edges with green near the centre. In mid-summer,
white umbrella-like flowers develop.
Human activity is the main cause of the spread of
goutweed. It is important not to dump yard waste
containing goutweed into natural areas.
Use your municipal yard waste bags to dispose of it
safely or put it in black garbage bags for waste
pickup.
If you must have goutweed in your garden, then
prune it regularly to keep it from spreading to your
neighbor’s yard. If you live near a natural area,
don’t plant it.

Goutweed June '21 (replaced by Shasta daisy in
July)

A native alternative to plant is wild geranium
(Geranium maculatum). This is a groundcover for a
shady woodland garden. It grows in sun to part
shade, preferring dry to moderate sand or clay. Wild
geranium reaches 30 - 60 cm high, with pink or magenta flowers in late spring to early summer. 

Judith Cox
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Tip: As the growing season draws to a close
now is a good time to evaluate the garden
and fill in some of those gaps. Trees, shrub,
perennials and bulbs can all be planted and
have time to establish (4 to 6 weeks) before
the arrival of winter.
Perennials that flower in the spring and summer can be split and moved to fresh locations. Before lifting ensure the plant is well
watered, preferably the day before. The foliage can be cut back. Dig and lift, pull the
roots apart (or cut, if tough, with a spade or
knife) and replant. Water well, this helps settle the soil around the roots. If the soil is dry
water the hole before planting as well. Add
compost to the hole left behind as well as at
the new location. Mulch well, this will keep
the soil warmer a little longer. Continue watering until the ground freezes.

Goutweed

Late summer and autumn flowering perennials are best left until spring before moving.

Julianne Labreche

Click HERE to register
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Blog
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Calendar

This is your chance, as a reader, to suggest an idea for an article you would like to
see in Trowel Talk. Click on the button.
Facebook

Ottawa-Carleton Master Gardeners

Website

Helpline

Clinics

Facebook

Helplines - are monitored daily
Send questions and photos of garden pests, diseases or plants for Identification.

Amanda Carrigan, Judith Cox, Julianne Labreche, Gail
Labrosse, Ann McQuillan, Kelly Noel, Dale Odorizzi,
Josie Pazdzior, Marion Runstedler, Rob Stuart, Claire
McCaughey, Claire Leduc, Margaret Ryan, Stephanie
Sleeth, Mary Ann Van Berlo, Agnieszka Keough, Sheila Currie, Rebecca Last, Mary Crawford.
Letters to editor: mgottawaeditor@gmail.com
Banner Photograph: Rudbeckia triloba, Susan Bicket .

Trowel Talk can be found on the Lanark County
Master Gardener’s blogsite and Ottawa Carleton
Master Gardener’s Website

Clinics

Closed

Talks and Events

For information on gardening in and around the
Ottawa valley:
https://gardeningcalendar.ca/
Talks given by Master Gardeners for garden clubs
and horticultural societies using Zoom or other virtual meeting software. If you wish to attend please
contact the host organization.

Wednesday, September 15, 12:00 pm
Sheila Currie
Propagating Native Perennials
Ottawa Public Library
Thursday, September 16, 7:30 pm
Candace Dressler
Native Plants for Eastern Ontario
Nepean Horticultural Society
Saturday, September 18, 1:00-4:00 pm
Rebecca Last
Climate Change in the Garden
Almonte Horticultural Society
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Tuesday, September 21, 7:00 pm
Mary Shearman Reid
Another Gardening Year Behind Us
Master Gardener Lecture Series, Friends of the
Farm
Wednesday September 22, 12:00 pm
Nancy McDonald
Putting the Garden to Bed
Ottawa Public Library
Tuesday September 28, 7:00 pm
Julianne Labreche
A Garden for the Birds
Master Gardener Lecture Series, Friends of the
Farm

Tuesday, September 28, 7:30 pm
Rebecca Last
Preserving the Harvest
Ottawa Horticultural Society
Monday October 4, 7:30 pm
Julianne Labreche
A Garden for the Birds
Manotick Horticultural Society
Tuesday, October 5, 7:30 pm
Nancy McDonald
Tips and Tricks to Increase Gardening Pleasure
Kanata March Horticultural Society
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